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A Multi-Media Celebration of Robert Adam's Glasgow
Architecture
E Candy, T W Maver, J Petric

Summary
This paper is a summary of work done in preparation for an exhibition titled "A European Vision :
Robert Adam's Glasgow" which marks the bi-centenary of Robert Adam's death. The main
contributors to this project, orchestrated over academic sessions 91/92, were the undergraduate and
post-graduate students from the Department of Architecture, University of Strathclyde, Glasgow.

Introduction
The Department of Architecture and Building Science at the University of Strathclyde was asked in
October 1991 to take part in the preparation for the exhibition which would highlight Adam's contribution
to the architecture of Glasgow, of which very few traces have remained in the centre of the modern city.
This exhibition, staged in Glasgow's Collins gallery in October 1992, aims to show all the Glasgow
projects of one of Scotland's most widely known architect. It is with the help of multi-media tools that
Adam's designs for Glasgow and their influence on the late 18th century city are examined.
It is important to stress that Glasgow had few buildings with large-scale classical pretensions until the
arrival of the Adam brothers in 1791. This event coincided with an increased desire on the citizen's part for
the elegance of the cities life to be enhanced, which received expression in the building of a new Theatre,
Assembly Rooms, an Infirmary, big extension to the University and several Banks.

Computer Modelling of Adam's Buildings in Glasgow
The collaboration of the Department of Architecture with Latitudes, the organisers of the exhibition,
has been carried out through four stages. The first stage started with computer modelling of all Adam's
buildings designed for the city of Glasgow. As a part of their computer aided design assignment all of
the second year undergraduate students were required to use ModelShop to generate 3D models of
Adam's designs (Fig 1). These models were then to be translated into suitable data formats and ported
onto Silicon Graphics Iris workstations.

At the same time a third year student elected to digitise the 18th century map of Glasgow (Fig.2) and
generate a computer massing model of all the buildings from that era. Simultaneously the post-graduate
students from the Computer Aided Building Design course made a significant contribution by modelling
in AutoCad some ten selected best pieces of Adam's work in Glasgow (Figs. 3, 4). The AutoCad models
were also translated into a format that could then be combined with the block model of the city for the
purpose of producing an animated sequence of a guided 'walk-through' 18th century Glasgow.

This modelling exercise involved a great deal of visual reconstruction, since much of the necessary
sources of data, such as plans and elevations, were missing, incomplete or ambiguous! The hypotheses
for computer modelling were in some cases based on the suggestions made by architectural historians,
while in other cases students themselves carried out research which resulted in ideas for appropriate
reconstruction. The outcome of this exercise is a number of reasonably detailed and accurate computer
models which were reconstructed from partial data obtained from a wide variety of sources.
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Fig 1 Glasgow Royal Infirmary: Modelshop model

Fig 2 The urban plan of the late 18 Century Glasgow
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Fig 3,4 Autocad models of Adam's Buildings in Glasgow
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Once the simple block model of the late 18th century Glasgow urban context was merged with the
detailed models of Adam’s buildings the interactive walk-through of the city could be explored from the
point of view of highlighting selected buildings in their context. The task of defining a walk-through
path and generation a video sequence on the Silicon Graphics his Indigo was undertaken by a third year
undergraduate student.

The final stage of this collaboration was carried out by Emma Candy whose choice for a topic of her
MSc dissertation was to develop a multi-media guide through the Adam exhibition.

Multi-Media Presentation of Adam's Work
The multi-media presentation puts the work of Robert Adam in Glasgow in a broader
context. Aspects of his life and work in Britain and Europe can be explored through text,
images and animations.
The presentation is designed as a 'walk up and use' facility, relevant to an exhibition context.
Thus, the emphasis is on a user interface which can guide novice users around the system. The
level of interactivity is limited to browsing rather than a study aid. The system has been
designed, however, to accommodate development into a teaching resource to which students can
contribute and, hopefully, from which they can benefit. Its current purpose is to collate the
range of work which has been produced by students into a coherent presentation of Adam's life
and work.

The implementation, in Macromind Director™ , consists of scanned and processed images
(from historical and computer graphic sources) and motion sequences (from actual video and
computer animation) supplemented by textual information. Different topics concerning Adam's
life and works can be assessed by paging through text and/ or images at will. There is a
layering of information within the text so that the selection of highlighted words brings up
'footnotes' explaining architectural terms or styles. Additionally the user can move to an
associated part of the structure via hypertext type links.

Information Structure
The structure of the 'Robert Adam Guide' is arranged in the form of a 'tree' with aspects of the
architect's life along different branches. The structure is menu driven at each level of the tree,
though this is not explicit to the user. A list of options is not necessary as the menu levels are
embedded in the interface design. It is intended that from any topic or sub-topic the user can
easily access other areas of information (via the three plans visible at all times on the right hand
side of the screen).

Interface Metaphor
A three story plan of an Adam house is used as an interface metaphor to describe the three topics
and sub-topics by which the information is arranged. Thus users can understand the relationships
of information as if they were walking around a physical exhibition, implicitly, whilst
remaining in the character of the presentation. This plan metaphor could be extended to a whole
street of designs for buildings by different architects or subtracted to a room full of relevent
'exhibits'.

This use of metaphor or genre (Oren 1990) can aid interaction in subtle ways. Genre, as we
would use the term in a novel or film, is a way of 'setting expectations of the experience to
come.' The conventional wisdom behind Hypertext is that it works in the same way as our
minds do, with associations
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Fig.5 Start screen to the Robert Adam Guide

This is the Entrance to the Robert
Adam Guide. You can investigate his
life & works in by touching on any
of the plans.
Robert Adam will give you a brief
guided tour to start your journey.

Fig.6 Entrance to the Guide with option for tour
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Fig.7 Introduction to the Buildings and Monuments floor

Fig.8 Introduction to the Urban Glasgow room
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triggering memory. Use of genre can work in the same way. The use of the plan and suitable
fonts, colours and layouts all give visual clues to the behaviour of the document and place the
guide 'in character'.
A Guided Tour through the Virtual Exhibition
The illustrations show the possible path a user might take from the 'Entrance' to the exhibition
(Figs.5, 6), to Urban projects and Urban Glasgow (Figs 7, 8). Then the Glasgow buildings can
be browsed (Figs.9,10,11), bringing forward notes and footnotes on each at will. Words, in bold
italics, denote a link to a related topic. These links in the text can take users to a related topic
(Figs. 12, 13, 14 : eg. from the Trades House to the Infirmary) where they can explore these
further or return to the original line of enquiry.

Designing Multi-Media Presentations
The experience of designing of a multi-media presentation, such as one for Adam exhibition, is
different in form from designing a linear document, film or video. While it takes many of their
aspects, it is none of them, and serves a different purpose. Techniques from film making,
graphic design, drama, and architecture can be used as models and pointers to effective design of
such work.

It was found that traditional three dimensional design skills (similar to architectural and general
three dimensional design) can be taken to the design of a hypertext structure and navigation of a
multi-media presentation (Arent 1992). For example, one has to ensure the optimum
relationships between the parts and that adequate circulation and connections are to provided.
One also has to be aware of how the inhabitant finds and enters the space. The qualities of
colour, texture and proportion must be inherent in the design.

The methods and tools which are used in any design situation, obviously will have a bearing
on the process and results (Schon 1992). As with drawing skills in architecture, one becomes
increasingly dextrous with practice, and then more ambitious projects or refined designs can be
produced. Refinement of presentation skills allows more complex ideas to be articulated in a
visual manner, which is compatible with the highly visual nature of design study.

There are, of course limitations with these authoring tools. One can 'mock up' a design using
Macromind Director or Hypercard, which can look fairly proficient in a short time. However,
there is little room for expansion on a programs 'templates' for documents, and then the
expression can become limited. The process of production has become so hidden that the users
do not understand what they are doing when they are producing documentation. Users can feel
constrained by the programmers parameters. An example of this can already be seen in the
graphic design area where much of the work produced can look very similar.

It is too early to comment on the true impact of multi-media in the educational context. The
arguments raised by it are yet to be fully quantified. McLuhan (1964) refers to any media as an
extension of his or herself, but each is at different stages of removal or 'numbness', and it is the
change or exchange from one media type to another which initiates thought and creativity. One
could assert that multi-media does include different media types which can be alternated
amongst. But in essence everything is reduced to one media type, exemplified by digitized
sound-still image-text-motion video.

This aspect of computing in design and education will have far reaching effects and it comes
within the general context of an increasing interrelation of the design professions due to
computer technology. Whilst interactive multimedia
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Fig.9 Example of browsing buildings via images

Fig.10 Text relating to building can be brought forward
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Fig. 11 Further browsing of images

Fig. 12 Further footnotes relating to the text being acessed
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Fig. 13 Related buildings or being accessed by clicking on highlighted words

Fig. 14 Image returned to and browsing continued
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can be a useful aid for cataloguing and indexing visual and textual information, the
appropriateness to its task should be carefully considered. At this early stage in its development
its uses have been likened to the early movies which consisted of a static camera pointed at a
play. Techniques of style and genre have been borrowed from the more established disciplines in
an attempt to define a form of its own.

The reaction to the use of multimedia to explain Adam's life and work will be assessed during
the period of the exhibition "A European Vision: Robert Adam's Glasgow" which runs from
22nd October till the end of December 1992. The results of this assessment will be reported
during the ECAADE Conference in Barcelona.
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